
Expert Activities
Each day a different Rutgers University Expert leads the
campers in a hands on, active, outdoor education
activity. Depending on the session and theme selected,
expert activities will vary but will feature topics such as
agriculture and farming, bats and wildlife, and  gardening
and pollinators.

Cabin Activities
There are two cabin activity periods each day. Every day
one of our cabin activities is our daily creative bamboo
forest time where campers explore the bamboo grove
create something new, and special each day with their
cabin.
The second cabin activity changes each day and
introduces the campers to a new campy skill or activity
such as nature inspired art, or hiking in Helyar woods. 

All Camp Activities
Every day we have one big all camp activity where the
whole camp comes together to build, compete, or play
in a new activity. Some of our All Camp activities include
a Gardens wide scavenger hunt, our weekly camp fair,
and our big all camp classic game Predator Versus Prey.

4-H Camp at Rutgers Gardens 
Daily Schedule

Drop Off and Morning Cabin Time
Every morning our drop off window is between 9:00 and

9:30 AM. During this window campers will be organized
by cabin to play some morning activities, get to know

each other, and settle in for the day 

Pick Up
Each afternoon our pick up window is between
3:30 and 4:00 PM. 

Morning Meeting
After settling in with our cabins, and some morning
cabin activities the whole camp gathers together for a
daily morning meeting where each cabin will have a turn
in the spotlight helping us launch our day with some
morning ceremonies1st Activity Period

Each day we have FOUR Different activity periods.
Depending on the day of the week, and cabin

assignment, schedules can vary. Campers will
either be participating in expert activities, cabin

activities, or all camp activities during our activity
periods.

2nd Activity Period

Lunch/Whatever Time
Campers eat lunch each day with their cabins where they
are free to eat at their own pace, and then join in on some

all camp whatever time under the pavilion.

3rd Activity Period

4th Activity Period

Snack and Closing Ceremony
Camp provides a snack to each camper every afternoon

before our closing ceremonies. During our closing
ceremonies campers recap the day with their cabins

before enjoying some end-of day whatever time until
pick up.
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